
CORPORATEBUSINESS WRITING STYLE GUIDES

Why Style Guides Matter in Business Writing Terms that may be specific to your company's publication include a
consistent choice between.

What values best sum up your company ethos? It is not just about high profile marketing communications ,
but about every public document and even internal memos as well. It is something like creating an FAQ or
glossary for your organisation â€” anyone can refer to it and see what the approved way of writing a job title
is, what the official name for a product is, how to abbreviate or capitalise brands. It saves writers and editors
valuable back-and-forth time and offers readers easier-to-read copy. Use verbal rather than nominal forms of
words. Research, Inc. Write concisely and clearly, and say something worthwhile. To be an effective business
writer, you need to have a consistent style. How about that overstretched team leader? There is also the dire
warning that if you write a style guide, you must make sure you get it right â€” an unfortunate example is
referred to here. A style-guide should provide your corporate communications with a distinct vocabulary and
cadence that is appropriate to your business. You will also notice that the corporate literature of each particular
company reflects a unified style, as if it had all been written by the same person, ie the same corporate
personality. What is a style-guide? Use the imperative voice for recommendations: Imperative Voice: Begins
with a verb, assumes the subject, "you. Pick a guide not any guide But how do you go about choosing the style
guide for your organisation? This would include things like whether to put one or two spaces after a full stop ,
how to punctuate bullet points , using US or UK spelling and how to style your company name in running text.
This getting-to-know-you phase must be done thoroughly which can take time. But how do you go about this?
To ensure that your corporate writing style is applied consistently, you need a style-guide. When everyone has
the same reference point, the key benefit is consistency. Copy editors are tasked with reading and editing copy
that is in keeping with that house style.


